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B. Human and 
Community Wellbeing 













D. Direct Drivers of 
Change 
Climate change  
Primary resource industry  activities 



























 A. Reef 
Relation-
ship 
 Who?  
How many? 








C. Indirect Drivers of 
Change 
Economic, Social & cultural, 
Demographic,  Politics & 
management, Communication & 
media, science & technology 
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Legislation, regulation or plan Implementing agency and level 
Great Barrier Reef Climate Change Adaptation Strategy 
and Action Plan 2012-2017 
GBRMPA (Federal) 
Strategic Plan 2012-16 GBRMPA (Federal) 
 




Reef  Water Quality Protection Plan 2013 Australian Government/QLD Government (Federal/State) 
QLD Ports Strategy (released for public comment 2012) 
 
Department of State Development, Infrastructure and 
Planning  (State) 
QLD Ecotourism Plan  
 
 
Department of National Parks, Sport, and Racing (State) 
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Information is at the core of decision-making, and communication and 
media provide mechanisms for information flows among and between 
managers, resource users and the public. Media outlets regulate 
visibility of information, and are instrumental in reflecting and shaping 
public perceptions about the reef. 
 
“Wishlist” Indicators 
• Top news stories  
• Web searches  
• Use of social media 
• Media representations of GBR 
• % of population using internet for information  
• Sources of and trust in information and networks 
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Industry groups / reps
Media
Social media
1 Low trust 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High trust
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CONTACT 
Name: Dr. Erin Bohensky 
Organisation: CSIRO Ecosystem Sciences, Social & Economic Sciences Program 
Phone: 07 4753 8569 
Email: erin.bohensky@csiro.au 
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